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MINUTES PROJECT MEETING CAPE TOWN 26. NOVEMBER 2016 

 

Phase 1: Status and brief reports 

1. On the focus group interviews with ADs (Andreas, Trine, Tone) 

- Describe similar practices BUT different conceptions of role 

- This gives a good edge for looking into practices – which lit. describe as under-researched. 

2. The paper on University strategic plans (Molly) 

Withdrew from HERD 

Higher Ed will not even sent to review 

Major methodological problem: Insider-Outsider 

Possible way forward: survey among (POD; NERA….+) on different orientations 

Exp. From presenting this for POD(??) Orientations experienced as useful. BUT it was the 

content/descriptions of the orientations, but NOT the labels 

Thomas and Andreas working on a similar paper.  

Phase 2: Interventions 

Start next semester. Sweedish-Norwegian meeting in February.  

Discussion: the extent of interventions building on phase 1.  

Trying out the deliberative communication idea 

Building competence through deliberative communication 

-What kind of intervention lends itself to deliberative communication? 

:Needs to start with some kind of different views 

Discussion 

: Does DC need to be the starting point?  

: Does the core need to be reflection on one’s tradition, values, aims, practices 

: our role: articulate that practice – before the interventions? 

What are we going to do, and what knowledge are we going to build on? (general –local) 

Who are the ADs (ADs in this project, or in the units). How can we use DC 

: Tension between private and public good as starting point? Initiate discussion about what we mean 

by it, and Universities’ and ADs aims in relation to.  

EKS:  

: Are/could/should ADs be defenders of the public good? 

 (Discussion in AD groups) 

 : how are these considerations reflected in my teaching or not? 

Not use DC term, but plan for, facilitate it…. 
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Needs to be discussed further : relating Intervention – DC  - CP 

Two-steps: 1) discussion in AD units : possibly: should the q of the aim of higher ed be included in AD 

practices (e.g. courses) 2) discussion with teachers in e.g. in courses on aims of higher ed (in terms of  

 

METHODS 

Software for coding data. NVivo.  

EX: co-code one for developing codes? 

How to cooperate on the same files in NVivo?!? (Ask Ulf if he knows/who knows) 

Leadership data already coded in MAXQDA to be made accessible to all (without the software) 

 

ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK 

We need to work on that through working together on the papers.  Workshops 

How much time and money do we have for this? When is a fruitful time? 

Use (some of) the time in Oslo to discuss the papers! 

Ray Land. Orientations  - combine with Barnett’s orientations?   

 Molly and Little did at US conference (see Blogg) 

 Concern that our interpretations of institutional orientations will not resonate with others’ 

Roxå – inspiration, ideas for analysis and innovation, but not really providing an analytical framework.  

Documenting DC 

Everyone notes the topics that they thought we had DC on 

Recordings (audio/video) 

 

DISSEMINATION 

Through the international committee (??) AERA conference, US New York, spring 2018? Symposium – 

to develop into a special issue/book chapters 

Book: Emerald?, Springer? Routledge? 

TO DO: Develop idea for special issue/book (step 1: submit for AERA, step 2: special issue: step 3: 

book (with special issue papers + other chapters) 
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The paper already almost written: aim to publish 

Authorship 

1. Author: Leader 

2. Ideas 

3. Input.. 

General agreement about listing authors according to contribution  (But decide for each paper) 

Each of us take responsibility to consider our contribution and place of authorship 

First author responsibility to bring up the issue 

Writing together:  

Workflow: 

-How do we work together? 

-Which is the most recent version? 

-Each group decides how to work together  

Developing titles 

Use the Blog to develop ideas for papers 

Needs some minding:  

1. Overarching idea about symposium 

2. Emerging through ideas for papers 

Ciaran volunteering to set up Blogpost: Dissemination: planning for AERA, Special Issue, and Book) 

We contribute ideas for articles. PS: Relate to literature so we do not rehears previous studies 

 

BEEING/BECOMING A COMMUNITY OF PRACTICE 

The Formation group: (bring into our practice in AD unit) 

How we have been as a CoP? 

Molly: strong CoP – done lots of work, sharing. But thread gets lost (time and distance) 

Ester: There has so far been little practicing …but some discussions on code concepts has been useful 

Ciaran: Community of sorts, but complications due to some central some more peripheral – 

acknowledge that the contributions are different. But not make some to insiders others to outsiders. 

Requires more regular communicatons 

Andreas: Community – enters an interesting and partly new field. Common ground and interests, but 

also different.  
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Ragnhild: Mutual engagement. Shared values…. Joint enterprise is still missing 

What have I learned from being a member of this CoP? 

Trine: Learned a lot. Different experiences and interesting discussions both in meetings and social 

settings. Ideas for how to work with courses. International cooperation on research. Use what we 

discuss in AD work.  

Thomas: see CoP as a way of making meaning. But can be taken to far: restraining plurality. Concept 

that has developed from a community for learning sth and develop into something. For us: a basis for 

working – but do not share all values. Harmonizing not an aim 

Andreas : group with energy and will to do things, but also need to be realistic about time 

Ester: Learned very much about being AD, and about doing research on ADs – through other peoples 

work (paper presentation) and through own work (literature, interviews, writing) – but I think the 

shared enterprise has been limited – and that there is great potential in working together on papers 

– rather than merely on form and admin.  

Ragnhild: learned about AD and research on it. 

What have we learned from DC? 

Ciaran: useful discussions – but not all of those are DC? The term intimidating? Everyday language we 

can use?: e.g.  ‘Teasing out a problem’? Assert the importance of values, but need to work more with 

connecting the ideas with values.  

Thomas: everyday language, professional language , academic language 

Tension between CoP and DC: CoP: harmony. DC: constitutive in different views.  

Improve:   

Address analysis 

Doing substantial work 

WE are ready for the next step! (Using meetings for working on papers+moovign on to interventions) 

IDEA: Ciaran: everyone sums up what they scribbled. Ragnhild sends out the Q and we respond short 

answers. Ragnhild makes a summary 

DOCUMENTING DC 

Thomas: shared understanding developing. But we tend to leave content questions and go to q of 

form and admin. DC needs content questions. Disc on authorship perhaps a kind of DC… 

DC in practice. Read Thomas pages thoroughly.  

Not exclude – provide all with opportunity to partake and to say what they really mean (ex not irony).  

What is the better argument. The forces that decides 
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Not introduce the term: but introduce the criteria for com about value Q.  

Make different views clear. See if we can solve/agree 

Dilemmas, challenges that ADs themselves experience – discuss with them (record) – using the 

criteria as tools of analysis of the discussion.  And what do we learn that we can draw into our 

pedagogy? PS: Not make it too instrumental! 

Connecting CoP, DC and competence building (as capacity/capability building) (Nussbaum) 

 

 

  

 

 

 


